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Abstract—This paper proposes an optimization-design method
for the frequency selective surface (FSS) based on the genetic algo-
rithm (GA) incorporated with a geometry-refinement technique.
The present method takes the connectivity condition of the ele-
ments into consideration, thereby resulting in an easy fabrication.
As an example, we design the multiband single-layer FSS for trans-
mitting L band (1.5 GHz band) and S band (2.5 GHz band) and
also reflecting Ka band (20/30 GHz band). The designed FSS has
bandwidths broader than previous FSSs. Finally, the validity of the
present method is proved by the agreement between the calculated
and the measured transmission responses for the designed FSS.

Index Terms—Broadband, frequency selective surface (FSS), ge-
netic algorithm (GA), geometry-refinement technique, multiband.

I. INTRODUCTION

FREQUENCY selective surfaces (FSSs) are widely used
as subreflectors for the satellite communication so that a

single main reflector can share the different frequency bands.
To increase the capabilities of multifunction and multifrequency
antennas, a subreflector equipped with FSS is required to op-
erate at multifrequency bands.

The multilayering of FSSs was first employed to realize the
multiband operation. Recently, the global optimizer genetic
algorithm (GA) [1], [2] has been applied to the design of complex
multilayered FSSs [3], [4]. Also the single-layer FSSs having
the dual-resonant elements have been investigated. They are
light in weight and compact in volume, compared with the
multilayered FSSs. The elements proposed so far are an array
of two different-length dipoles [5], concentric rings [6], [7],
double square loops [8], [9], fractal shapes [10], [11], and
so on. However, the FSS with two different-length dipoles is
dependent on the polarization of the incident wave and also
the double-loop types are restricted on the bandwidth. Fractal
FSSs realize only the octave separation between two reflection
bands. Thus, the single-layer FSSs with these simple-element
shapes can not have the same characteristics as the multilayered
ones. Therefore an optimization-design technique, based on
the GA in conjunction with the method of moments (MoM)
[12], [13], has been applied to the design of the arbitrary
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element shape for not only the multilayered FSSs but also for
the single-layer FSSs [14], [15].

However, the element shapes obtained by the GA are more
complicated than those of previous FSSs. Especially, if no
geometrical constraints are given to the GA-designed element
shapes, most of the FSS element shapes include critical points,
which mean that the adjacent conductors touch each other only
at the lattice point generated by discretizing the unit cell into
the grid for the analysis. As a result, the fabricated FSS has
the frequency characteristics different from the designed FSS
at the specified bands because the resonant electrical length
of the element is changed, depending on the contact condition
between conductors at critical points. As a result, FSS element
shapes should avoid having any point-contact conductors.

This paper proposes an FSS design method based on the GA
with a geometry-refinement method (GRM), which is a new-
type of operator for refining element shapes. In Section II, we
develop the geometry-refinement technique, which operates on
two-dimensional (2-D) arrays. This operator can remove the
critical points in the elements not by natural selection and evolu-
tion, but by forcing to eliminate them. In Section III, it is shown
that by the present method, optimum FSS elements can be ob-
tained faster than the conventional GA (CGA) technique using
natural selection and evolution. In Section IV, we show a de-
sign example of multiband single-layer FSS for transmitting L
band (1.5 GHz band) and S band (2.5 GHz band) and also re-
flecting Ka band (20/30 GHz band). The designed FSS has band-
widths broader than previous FSSs. Finally the effectiveness of
the present design method is confirmed experimentally.

II. DESIGN METHOD

A. Optimization of Element Shape

Fig. 1 shows a single-layer FSS without a dielectric substrate
under consideration and the unit cell of its periodic structure ex-
tended infinitely. The unit cell is divided into discretiza-
tion (16 16 discretization is handled in this paper as well as
[14]) to represent the FSS with an arbitrary element shape in
terms of 1s and 0s in the GA. The 1 and 0 correspond to the
perfect conductor plate (hatched pixels in Fig. 1) and the free
space (blank pixels), respectively. In the present method, the
unit-cell geometry has four-fold symmetry to work for dual po-
larizations. So, the GA operates on one quarter of the unit-cell
geometry, and the region is encoded into a 64 bit binary string.
The GA starts with a random population and then generates the
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Fig. 1. Single-layer FSS and GA-operated region.

Fig. 2. Relation between basis functions for the analysis and 0s and 1s for
GA-optimization at a lattice point.

FSS element shapes through selection, crossover, mutation and
one more operator proposed in this paper. Also the GA keeps
the best individual after each generation (elitist strategy). The
size of the unit cell ( ) must be determined not to yield
the grating lobe in the specified bands.

B. Geometry-Refinement Technique

Not only typical GA operators but also a new-type of oper-
ator is needed for the optimization design of the FSS element
shape taking into account the connectivity condition of the el-
ements. We call hereafter this operator a GRM. The reason for
introducing this new operator is mentioned below.

The relation of the basis functions for the analysis with 1s
and 0s in the GA is shown in Fig. 2. Most of the FSS element
shapes generated by the GA include the point contact of the con-

ductors ( and ) at the lattice points inside the unit cell

and/or between adjacent cells, as shown in a unit-cell example
of Fig. 2. If the conductors of an optimized FSS element have
such points, it means that they do not touch each other analyti-
cally, but touch physically. As a result, the fabricated FSS may
have the frequency characteristics different from the designed
FSS at the specified bands, depending on the contact condition
at the lattice point. The contact condition in the fabricated FSS
may change drastically the resonant electrical length through

the contact point. Therefore the lattice points of and

Fig. 3. Optimization-design method based on GA with GRM: (a) Search
region of GRM and (b) flowchart of the present method.

TABLE I
SPECIFIED FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH

become critical points when fabricating these elements. As a re-
sult, the FSS element should avoid having the point contact at
the lattice point.

We propose here a GRM, which is a new operator for
refining element shapes. Fig. 3 shows the flowchart of the
optimization-design method based on the GA incorporated
with the GRM. This operator removes the critical points not
by natural selection and evolution of the GA, but by forcing
to eliminate them. To keep four-fold symmetry of the element
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Fig. 4. Comparison of GA-optimization processes of the best individuals between the GRM and the CGA. (Figures on the left-hand side: average of the worst
coefficients �F . Figures on the right-hand side: the number of the critical points): (a) Single-point crossover and (b) uniform crossover.

shapes, the GRM operates on one quarter of the unit cell and
the boundaries (the search region in Fig. 3). After applying
typical GA operators (selection, crossover and mutation), the

GRM first finds 2-D arrays and (critical points)

one after another from the left top of the search region, and then
replaces these arrays with other 2-D arrays generated by random
numbers. This routine is repeated until all the critical points are
completely removed from the search region. The GRM is also
applied to all the individuals which consist of random numbers
at the first generation. It should be noted here that the GRM can
also remove isolated pixels which have only the point contacts
as shown in Fig. 2, but cannot remove physically-isolated
pixels. However, even if the physically-isolated pixels exist
in an optimized structure, we can ignore them physically and
electrically because their currents can not be inherently modeled
in the simulation. Thus, the GA selects the geometry-refined
element with the desired specifications automatically.

C. Fitness Function

The characteristics of the FSSs generated by both typical GA
operators and the GRM are evaluated according to the fitness

value, which represents a measure of goodness. The fitness func-
tion is defined as

fitness (1)

where

(2)

(3)

and is the number of specified bands; is the reflection or
transmission coefficient in decibels within specified bands;
is the polarization of incident wave (TE and TM waves); is the
incident angle; is the design goal of reflection or transmission
coefficient in dB within the th specified band.

To calculate the frequency responses of the FSS, the analysis
of the FSS follows the well-established procedure based on the
MoM that solves the electric field integral equation (EFIE) for
the unknown current distribution on the arbitrary unit-cell ge-
ometry [12], [13]. The scattered field from the FSS due to the
incident wave (wavenumber ) can be calculated from the in-
duced currents on the conductor plates. So, we can express the
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scattered electric field derived by enforcing Floquet’s period-
icity condition as follows:

(4)

where and represent the and components
of the scattered electric field, respectively. The trans-
formed derivatives, the dyadic spectral Green’s function
and their constants are incorporated into , ,
and to simplify the notation. The details are omitted
(see [12] and [13]). The wavenumber and can
be expressed as and

, respectively. The indices
represents Floquet’s harmonics. and are the Fourier
transforms of and components and of the unknown
currents. Applying the boundary condition on
the conductor plates to (4), we can solve unknown currents by
using Galerkin’s procedure for the unknown currents and
expanded in terms of the roof-top basis functions as shown in
Fig. 2. The reflection and transmission coefficients
(in dB) are calculated from the known currents. Thus, in
(3) is the maximum difference between the desired charac-
teristics (in dB) and the worst reflection or transmission
coefficient (in dB) in th specified band. And, in
(2) simply means the average of the values of in the desired
frequency bands to reduce computational burden as well as
[16]. If the fitness in (1) reaches 1.0 for the best individual
in some generation, its unit-cell geometry is recognized as
an optimum element shape. Otherwise the optimization cycle
to next generation is repeated until an FSS with the desired
characteristics is obtained.

III. EFFICIENCY OF DESIGN METHOD

A. CGA Technique

The efficiency of the present method can be confirmed by
comparing the convergence of in (2) of the GRM for the gen-
eration with that of the CGA. For comparison, the CGA must
search an optimum geometry without the critical points using
natural selection and evolution. Therefore, the fitness function
of the CGA evaluates the number of critical points in the unit
cell in addition to the characteristics of FSS as follows:

fitness (5)

where the penalty represents the number of critical points
weighted by the coefficient , and is defined by (2).

As an example for checking the efficiency, we design the
single-layer FSS for transmitting L band (1.5 GHz band) and
S band (2.5 GHz band), and also reflecting Ka band (20/30 GHz
band) as shown in Table I. Our design goals for the character-
istics of the FSS are transmission coefficient in the
transmission bands and reflection coefficient in the re-
flection bands for normal plane-wave incidence. The GA evalu-
ates the transmission coefficient at 2.5 GHz in the transmission

Fig. 5. Element shape of multiband single-layer FSS optimized by GA with
geometry-refinement technique.

bands and the reflection coefficients at the frequency resolution
of 0.5 GHz in the reflection bands. The unit-cell size is fixed to
be . The individuals are reproduced through
the tournament selection, the crossover and the mutation. The
GA performs the optimization by using the single-point or the
uniform crossover with the rate of 0.6–0.8. The mutation rate
is chosen to be 0.05. The population size is fixed at 20 as the
minimum size in which the GA works well for most of prac-
tical problems, and its size makes it possible to perform faster
computation [1]. The weighting coefficient decides the de-
gree of the convergence between the characteristics and the
number of the critical points . In this paper, to compare the
results obtained by the CGA with those obtained by the GRM,
a value of the weighting factor is chosen so that both and
can possibly approach the specified values within the generation
number that the GRM needs to get the convergence. Therefore,
the weighting coefficient is chosen to be 0.1 because it is con-
firmed that both and for converge much faster than
those for both and 0.01.

B. Comparison of Convergences

Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the comparison of the GA-optimiza-
tion processes of the best individuals between the GRM and the
CGA using the single-point and the uniform crossovers. The fig-
ures on the left-hand side in Fig. 4 compare the values of in
(1) of the GRM with those in (5) of the CGA at each generation.
And the figures on the right-hand side show the number of the
critical points in both the unit cell and the boundaries in the CGA
(the GRM that has no critical points is not shown). As shown in
Fig. 4, the CGA greatly depends on both the method and the rate
of the crossover, and yet can not obtain the FSSs that satisfy the
given specifications by the 200th generation. On the other hand,
the GA with the GRM obtains optimum geometries faster than
the CGA. For and 0.8 in Fig. 4(b), the GRM does not
obtain the individual with by the 200th generation, but
the values of are very close to zero. Comparing the character-
istics of FSSs at the 200th generation between the GRM and the
CGA, the FSSs generated via the GRM have dual resonances at
the specified reflection bands, while the solutions of the CGA
do not always have dual resonances in all the GA-optimization
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Fig. 6. Frequency characteristics of the multiband single-layer FSS illustrated
in Fig. 5: (a) Normal incidence. (b) TE-wave incidence (� = 10 ; � = 0 ). (c)
TM-wave incidence (� = 10 ; � = 0 ).

processes as long as the penalty approaches zero within the
generation number 200. That is, they are still local minima at the
200th generation, which do not completely fulfill the given spec-
ifications. It must take more generations for the CGA to explore
an optimum solution. If the increase of the generation number is
permitted and the penalty is decreased gradually by adjusting
the weighting coefficient , the CGA may have the possibility
to find an optimum geometry with a fitness almost equal to 1.
So, it can be concluded that the GRM is not so sensitive for the
GA parameters and more efficiently finds the optimum geom-
etry, compared with the CGA.

Fig. 7. Photographs of fabricated FSS: (a) Far view and (b) near view.

IV. DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTS

A. Design of Multiband Single-Layer FSS

As a design example, we evaluate the frequency responses of
the FSS not only for the normal plane-wave incidence and but
also for both TE and TM wave incidences at the incident angle
of . The specified bands and GA parameters are the
same as those of the previous section. The single-point crossover
with the rate of 0.8 is applied. Fig. 5 shows the element shape
obtained through the GRM (3 3 cells in the infinite periodic
structure). Its frequency characteristics are shown in Fig. 6. The
designed FSS has the novel element shape, which satisfies the
design goals for the frequency responses at the specified bands,
independent of the angle and the polarization of the incident
wave. Furthermore, the cross-polarized reflection and transmis-
sion coefficients are lower than at the specified bands
as shown in Fig. 6.

In Fig. 6, sharp dips appear out of the bands at 14.5 GHz
for TE-wave oblique incidence and at 24.8 GHz for TM-wave
oblique incidence. Not only the GA-designed FSS but also the
dipole FSS has the similar sharp dips for the oblique incidence
[17]. The sharp dips in the reflection characteristics are caused
by anti-resonance. For the normal incidence, no radiation oc-
curs at the anti-resonant frequency because the scattered waves
are cancelled due to the complete-symmetric current distribu-
tion. The sharp transmission dips near the anti-resonance are
caused by the modal interaction null [18], which can be easily
understood from the equivalent circuit theory for connecting the
anti-resonant reactive circuit with the resonant one.

Next, the bandwidths at two reflection bands are compared
with those of previous multiband single-layer FSSs (for ex-
ample, the convoluted double square loop FSS [9]). They have
a fractional bandwidth of 0.15–0.25 at each band (the band-
width refers to level of the transmission coefficient),
while the designed FSS has broader bandwidths of 0.37 at
20 GHz band and 0.23 at 30 GHz band. These bandwidths may
not be obtained by previous dual-polarized and dual-resonant
single-layer FSSs.

B. Experiments

Fig. 7(a) and (b) gives the far-view and the near-view pho-
tographs of the fabricated FSS for the measurement, respec-
tively. Its element spacing is scaled up twice for the designed
FSS. The fabricated FSS has 20 20 elements and its overall
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the transmission response between the measured and the calculated results: (a) Normal incidence, (b) TE-wave incidence (� = 10 ), and
(c) TM-wave incidence (� = 10 ).

size is 320 mm 320 mm. The measurements are performed
at X and Ku bands. The sets of the standard gain horn antennas
are used and the FSS is inserted between them. The distance
between the antennas is determined so that the incident wave
from the horn antenna can be assumed to be the plane wave on
the FSS. The multiple-reflected wave between the FSS and the
receive horn antenna causes a ripple on the measured results,
of which the peak-to-peak level is about 2 dB at maximum.
Therefore, transmission responses are measured by varying
the distance between the FSS and the receive horn antenna
at intervals of ( :wavelength). To suppress the ripple as
much as possible on the measured results, the average values
of the transmissions are employed.

Fig. 8 shows the comparison between the measured results
(solid curves) and the calculated ones (dashed curves) for the
normal incidence and the oblique incidences at the angle of

. Both results agree very well, especially at the first
resonant frequency in X band. It should be noted that the sharp
null caused by the modal interaction null for TM-wave inci-
dence is experimentally observed at the frequency of 12.2 GHz.
At the higher band, the measured results slightly shift to higher
frequency than the calculated ones because of the fabrication
torelances of elements. Nevertheless, the agreement between
the calculated and measured results proves the validity of the
present method.

V. CONCLUSION

We have developed a multiband single-layer FSS using the
optimization-design technique based on the GA into which the
GRM is incorporated. This method takes the connectivity con-
dition of the elements into account. The GRM can remove the
critical points which mean that the adjacent conductors touch
only at a point, so that the designed FSS without the point con-
tacts of conductors can be easily fabricated. Furthermore, we
have shown that the present method can obtain optimum FSS
elements faster than the CGA technique using natural selec-
tion and evolution. As an example, we design the multiband
single-layer FSS for transmitting L band (1.5 GHz band) and
S band (2.5 GHz band) and also reflecting Ka band (20/30 GHz
band). The designed FSS has a novel element shape, which

shows the dual-resonant behavior. The characteristics of the ob-
tained FSS are superior to those of previous FSSs in the band-
width at two reflection bands. Finally, the validity of the present
method has been proved by the agreement between the calcu-
lated and the measured transmission responses for the designed
FSS.
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